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Physics with antiprotons in the charmonium mass region will play a major role at the future P AN DA experiment at the F AIR facility in Darmstadt. At P AN DA, an antiproton beam with momenta up to 15 GeV/c circulating in the high-energy storage ring HESR will interact with a hydrogen target. High interaction rates and unprecedented momentum precision will allow experiments addressing, among a variety of other physics goals, hidden and open charm spectroscopy. The detector system of P AN DA is optimized to meet the challenges of high-resolution spectroscopy of charmonium states of any quantum number in formation and production with very good background suppression. At the same time, emphasis is placed on meeting the requirements of other parts of the physics program as, e.g. spectroscopy of hypernuclei, with a flexible setup of detector components. This contribution discusses the layout of the P AN DA detector. Apart from a description of the overall layout of the experiment, several novel detector developments will be described. The physics reach of the P AN DA experiment in the charmonium sector is discussed in [1] .
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Introduction
The P AN DA (AntiProton Annihilations at Darmstadt) experiment will be installed at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion research, FAIR, which is under construction in Darmstadt, Germany. P AN DA will use beams of antiprotons stored and accelerated in the High-Energy Storage Ring HESR. With p momenta between 1.5 and 15 GeV/c, fixed-target experiments on hydrogen targets nicely cover the region of bound systems containing strange and charm quarks, as shown in Figure 1 . The energy range exceeds the capabilities of all previous facilities greatly and will allow comprehensive studies on light-quark degrees of freedom previously begun at the LEAR antiproton storage ring at CERN, which was rather limited in beam energy, as well as the charmonium sector where experience in the exploitation of pp collisions for precision charmonium spectroscopy has been gained at FNAL. Besides the cluster-jet and pellet hydrogen target options envisaged for the P AN DA interaction region, also heavier gaseous as well as solid wire and foil targets will be used. P AN DA features two magnetic spectrometers to cover large transverse momenta in a solenoid surrounding the interaction region as well as forward-going particles, which will be detected in a forward dipole spectrometer. Interaction rates of up to 2 × 10 7 per second and the large range of momenta for the outgoing particles are among the challenges that have to be addressed in the detector development. The design of the subsystems of the P AN DA spectrometers is well advanced. Prototypes of most of the detectors have been subjected to beam tests and the mechanical setup comprising all components is under study. Figure 2 shows an artist's view of the apparatus. The different components and sub-systems are indicated. Technical design reports for a number of sub-systems are available [2] after review, those for the other detector systems will follow suit.
With relatively minor modifications, the P AN DA setup can also be adapted to experiments aiming at the study of singly and doubly strange hypernuclei. In order to do this, associate production of Ξ Ξ pairs in a primary target will be used. The observed decay of the Ξ will be used as a tag for implantation of the Ξ in a secondary target, where it will undergo strong interaction with a nucleus and produce a hypernucleus, whose decay can then be studied.
In the following, we will restrict the discussion here to a few selected examples of advanced detector components, which feature novel properties and developments. This selection is somewhat arbitrary, but one example of each major group of detectors (particle tracking, particle ID, electromagnetic calorimetry) was chosen.
Particle Tracking: Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD)
The innermost detector of the P AN DA setup is the Micro-Vertex Detector. It comprises a number of layers of advanced Si pixel sensors followed by Si strip detectors further outside and is designed to yield four hit layers per penetrating particle. Figure 3 shows a rendering of the very compact detector with a cut-out to reveal the layers around the beam pipe. The MVD is subdivided into forward disk and central barrel structures to account for the forward-peaked particle distribution and allow for pumping in backward direction to effectively remove residual gas from the target region. Apart from the four-hit condition, the MVD has been optimized for minimum mass budget, resolution and count rate capability at rather harsh radiation conditions. The pixel layers will be made from 100 µm thin Si with a pixel size of 100 × 100 µm 2 bump-bonded to the customized readout structure of the ToPix chip that has been designed in view of the free-running data acquisition scheme of P AN DA, which will do without any fast first-level trigger selections. First beam tests with detector prototypes were performed and data were successfully collected in coincidence with Si strip and scintillator detectors. The outer double-sided strip detector layers with a pitch of about 70 µm will also be read out by a free-running front-end. Mechanical structures and the cooling scheme for the setup are under prototype testing. Some results from the beam tests performed at the COSY facility in Jülich and elsewhere can be seen to the right in Figure 3 . The top frame shows the charge distributions in a strip detector prototype measured at different beam energies, while the lower frame shows the correlation between the orthogonal strips on either side of the sensor. The correlation between both charges can be used for effective ghost hit recognition and background suppression. Particle ID is an issue in a hadronic environment with a very large range of particle momenta spanning two orders of magnitude from a few 100 M eV /c to 10 GeV /c. While for the particles at the lower energy boundary, energy loss and time-of-flight measurements can be used to separate pion, kaons and protons, Cherenkov detectors will be instrumental for momenta beyond 1 GeV /c. For the barrel section, 80 synthetic fused silica bars that form a barrel-like structure will be used to generate Cherenkov light, which is transported to the readout section with about 15 thousand MCP-PMTs by total reflection on the surfaces of each bar. With more than 20 photoelectrons per particle track and resolutions better than 10 mrad for the single-photon Cherenkov angle, a very good discrimination among the various particle species can be expected and is demonstrated in simulations and test experiments. Figure 4 : Layout of the P AN DA disk DIRC (right) and cumulative hit patterns for pions (top) and protons (bottom) in a prototype test. The figure is adopted from [3] .
In forward direction, a disc structure with a diameter of 2 m subdivided into four sectors that is equipped with dichroic mirrors along the rim, focussing light guides and readout structures using silicon photomultipliers or MCP PMTs, will yield the particle ID and velocity measurements. The overall structure of this device and the mounting in front of part of the electromagnetic calorimeter is detailed in Figure 4 . Details of the layout and performance studies can be found in [3] . The small frames to the right show cumulative hit patterns as measured in a test experiment with a prototype detector.The upper frame is for pions while the lower one is for protons. The proton pattern is shifted downwards with respect to that generated by pions.
Electromagnetic Calorimetry
The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) of P AN DA comprises about 16,000 PbWO 4 crystals that are grouped in backward and forward endcaps and a central barrel structure. Readout is mostly achieved using two large-area Avalanche Photodiodes, APDs, of about 1 cm 2 in active surface per crystal. The EMC is operated at a temperature of −25
• C. In a series of test experiments, the performance in terms of energy and time resolution has been investigated with different probes that cover the full energy range from a few tens of MeV to 10 GeV. As an example, Figure 5 shows a compilation of measurements using a prototype with a total of 60 crystals (PROTO 60) at the MAMI photon beam. The resolution is comparable to the design goals, while further improvements are expected from the final set of APDs as the prototype was equipped with only one smaller-than-final APD per crystal. Shown are two sets of experimental data from separate runs evaluated for a 3 × 3 crystal matrix as well as a fit to the data (dashed line) and the corresponding curve with standard electronics [4] .
Summary and outlook
The construction of the P AN DA detector to be installed at the FAIR facility is well under way. Solutions for many of the technical challenges that are posed by the demanding environment of a high-energy antiproton beam impinging on a fixed targets of hydrogen and heavier material have been developed. While the research and development phase is still ongoing, first Technical Design Reports have been approved and many components are subjected to tests leading to final designs. According to current planing, P AN DA will be ready to see first beams in 2018. This timeline will be met by all detector components.
